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I. 1NTRoDucT10~ 
We present here the basic formal concepts of analytic dynamics in a 
manner applicable to both Lagrangean and Einsteinean systems-indeed to 
more general systems which we call absolute mechanical systems. 
One of the special properties of the treatment is the order in which the 
basic concepts are presented. The mathematical concepts come first, and then 
the dynamical concepts. This seems quite natural, but in fact, it is not the 
usual ordering. The elegant mathematical techniques (such as the Hamilton- 
Jacobi technique) which are so useful in dynamics are customarily so imbed- 
ded in the application that it is not easy to see that physical laws are not 
involved. 
Phase space is a purely mathematical construct, based on the configuration 
space. The configuration space is nothing but a differentiable manifold. We 
emphasize especially that the Lagrangian, for example 
is a function defined on the phase space. Thus, in particular, Z? is also a 
function defined on phase space. We particularly desire to make clear the 
purely geometric definition of $, j, t and even t, and their relation to X, y, Z, t, 
etc. 
Returning to the Hamilton- Jacobi technique, we wish to emphasize that it 
is just a procedure for reducing Pfaffians (that is, covariant vector fields) to 
normal form. Section II is devoted to the topic. Section III presents the 
variational theory of Pfaffians on which Hamilton’s action-principle is based. 
Section IV discusses manifolds and their phase spaces, and discusses the 
meaning of ff, ..f Section V reviews briefly the variational principle of 
* The preparation of this paper was aided by grant 6-18999 from the National 
Science Foundation. 
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Lagrange, and relates it to that of Hamilton. Riemannian manifolds and 
geodesics find their place here. 
The sixth section is about absolute mechanical systems. These are based 
on the ideas of Einstein, but we deliberately omit those concepts of Einstein 
which exclude classical systems. Thereby it becomes possible to compare 
the classical with the relativistic, and to see the special advantages of the 
latter. 
We have included several illustrative examples. 
II. THE NORMAL FORM OF A PFAFFIAN 
The Hamilton-Jacobi technique used in mechanics can be regarded as 
“nothing more than” a method for simplifying a Pfaffian expression, and so 
to have no mechanical significance itself. The mechanical implications reside 
in the Pfaffian itself, and the simplification of that Pfaffian is what discloses 
them. It is important to recognize this, so that one will not be reluctant to 
apply this technique in strange mechanical (e.g., relativistic) or even non- 
mechanical cases. 
A way to support this contention, namely that the H.-J. method requires 
no physical intuition, is to formulate the purely mathematical problem which 
it solves, often very elegantly. The H.-J. method provides (as we shall show) 
the kind of reduction promised by the following. 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let 
a = a,dxl + ... + u,dx” 
be a vafian expression in the coordinates x1, “., xn of IR”, where the components 
a1 * . ‘., a, are indefinitely differentiable in some neighborhood of a point IP. Let 
and suppose that the rank of 
al a2 . * . an 
a11 a12 . . . %I 
azl az2 * * . a2n 
(2.11) 
(2.2) 
an1 an2 * * . arm 
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is Y in a neighborhood of IP. Suppose also that a, , ‘*‘, a, do not all vanish at iP. 
Then in some suitable curvilinear coordinate system (u’, ..., un), 
a = uldu” + u”du4 + . . . + uZP-ldu2” + \ 
‘0 if Y = 2p 
/ d&‘+l if r=2p+ 1, (2.3) 
near IP. 
The Y is called the class of 01. 
We do not reproduce the proof here, as our contention is that the H.-J. 
method is usually more effective than the general method. Here is the 
Hamilton- Jacobi method. 
(2.4) Let (Y = a,dxl + ... + a,+tdx”+l be a Pfafian in some IR” where 
perhaps N > n + 1, and where the x’s are independent, but the a’s and x’s 
satisfy some relation 
a n+l + H(xl, ..., xn, a,, ..., a, , xn+l) = 0. (2.41) 
Find a solution 
f = F(x’, . . . . xn, A, , ..., A, , xnfl) 
to 
& + H (xl, .a., xn, g , ..a, g , x%+l) = 0 
which contains parameters A, , ..., A, independently. Solve the system 
(i = 1, 2, ‘.., n) 
ai = Fi(xl, ..., xn, PI , ..., P, , xn+l) (2.42) 
(where Fi = aFlax”) for the Pi , thereby defining the Pi . De$ne 
and 
Qi = - Fnti(xl, . . . . xn, PI , ..., P, , x”+l) 
s =f(xl, “1, xn, P,) . ..) P, ) x”+l). 
(2.43) 
(Here Fnfi denotes partial derivative with respect o the later variables in the 
function F) then 
a = Q,dP, + ... + Qr,dP,, + dS. (2.44) 
Inasmuch as formula (2.44) can be verified in each case where the solution f 
can be explicitly found, no proof, from a practical point of view, is needed. 
One can see how (2.4) assists in the reduction predicted by (2.1): one exploits 
any dependence in the 2n + 2 variables in OL, to achieve a reduction to 2n + 1 
variables (the next step involves a trick described below.) 
As illustrations, and for later application to mechanics, we give some 
examples. In these examples, we use different letters, without indices, for 
the coordinates. It is evident which one is playing the part of xnfl. 
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(2.5) Example. t, r, 8, p, , pa is an independent set of variables, and 
01 = p&t + p& + p&e 
where 
PO = - t&A(y) P,2 + 842(y) Pi + e9)* 
Evidently the Hamilton- Jacobi equation is 
g -t +&ty, gg2 + +$2(y) $ ’ + $4 = 0. 
It is natural to seek a solution 
f = o(t, Y, 6, E, A) = - Et + A6 + g(r, E, A). 
This works if 
P(Y, E, A) = j 
’ d2E - A2+,(p) - 2w(p) - 
&(P) 
4. 
*a 
Then (2.4) suggests solving 
Pl = 
2E - A”+2 - 2v 
$1 ’ 
~2 = A 
for A and E. This we can do! We put the result intof and define (see (2.43)) 
” = - i!k = - t + s, $m&E 324 (p) _ 24,) t2’51) 
1 2 
Q2=-g=e-A]r #2(P) dP 
ro v’&(p) 42-E - A2$(p)--2v(p) 
(2.52) 
where A has to be replaced by P2 which is p, and 2E has to be replaced by 2P, 
which is $lpt + 4,~; + 2v. One inserts these into - Et + AtI + g(r, E, A) 
and obtains S. The most important part, namely the verification that 
a= dS + Q&P, + Q&p, 
we leave to the reader. 
If the P’s and Q’s in (2.44) are independent (that is, if (2.44) is the normal 
form (2.3) of CL) then the curves (or more generally submanifolds) obtained 
by setting them equal to constants are called the singular manifolds of OL, for 
they depend only on (Y, and not on the particular normal form (2.3). They are 
of great interest in mechanics. Without explaining why, at this point, we 
compute them for each example, for later application. 
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In the present example, they are 
+,P”, + A”& + 2v = 2E 
P, = A 
t=t,+ 
I T @(P)dP *II 
where 
@b-l = 6&$ d2E - A%(p) - Wp). 
(2.53) 
In other words, these equations are available from (2.51), (2.52) without 
replacing anything. 
(2.54) Another example. The variables are as before, but the form is 
Y = - z/g,(r) -t f,(r) Pf + f,(r) pidt + p,dr + p,de. 
Again we try f = - Et + A0 + g(r, E, A). This satisfies 
g(r, E, 4 = IT 21 
E2 -fi@>A' -go(P) dp 
To fl(P) * 
We set af/ar = p, , af/ae = p, , and obtain 
p,2fdr) + g&> + A%(r) = E2, p, = A. (2.55) 
These can certainly be solved for E and A, which is a sign that the A and E 
appear independently in f. We solve for E and A, and put the expressions 
into the formulas for Qr , Qa . 
Evidently P2 is p, and 
e = P,2flW + &A~) + Pifiw; 
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81 = - t + h,(r) + z’~.f,(~) + P;.f,(y) 1’ Gdp 
PO 
Qz = 0 - PZ j” G%(P) 4 
10 
where 
CT2 = fib) kcdd - go(P) + P%f2(9 - f2(PN + P12.fiwl. 
By verifying that y = dS + Q,dP, + Q2dP2, one can be sure that equa- 
tions for the singular manifolds are given by (2.55) together with 
t=t,+E 
s ’ @(P> 4, 
(2.56) 
To 
0 = 4 + A j’ fib) @(PI 4 
7.3 
where 
@(P)-” = fib> (E2 -fib) A2 - gob)>- 
Each singular manifold has its own value of t,, , 0, , r. , A, E. 
(2.57) 
(2.58) COROLLARY. [f K is constant then 
pdq - m dt = 1 - q - dlkT kp2 ( dp + d[pq - t 1/l - kp2], 
and the singular manifolds are given by p = a, q dm = akt + b. 
The Pfaffians encountered in mechanics almost always have an odd class 
Y = 2~ + 1 and come to us expressed as a sum of p + 1 terms. 
Hence one application fo the H.-J. method reduces them to normal form 
(2.3). Should the class be less than twice the number of terms - 1, or should 
the Pfaffian be of even class, then the reduction of a Pfaffian with the appear- 
ance 
a = Q,dP, + ..* + QndP,, + dS, (2.58) 
where the is some relation among the variables, becomes necessary. It is 
evident that (2.4) will not serve our purpose without some modification. It 
is useful to rename the variables so that 
a: =p,dxl + 1.. +p,,dx” - dz. 
Our method (to be called the multiplier method) presupposes that one of the 
pi can be expressed in terms of the other variables, so we take as our starting 
point, a Pfaffian 
a =p,dxl + s.0 +p,-,dxn-l + R(xl, . . . . x”,p,, . . ..p.-, , z) dx” - dz. 
(2.6) 
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The first step is to increase the dimension of the underlying space on 
which (2.6) is defined by one. Let the corresponding Cartesian coordinate be 
called t. (Usually, the variables in R are the Cartesian coordinates in the 
underlying space, so that pi is xn+i, z is xzn, and so t would be xsn+r. Thus 
it would be confusing to call the new coordinate xn+l. Be that as it may, the 
class of (2.6), when x1, .‘., z are independent, is r = 2n, as a calculation of 
(2.2) with n in (2.2) replaced by 2n, shows. When the t-axis is included, 
(2.6) defines a Pfaffian in IR2*+l, still of class 2n). Multiply the Pfaffian thus 
defined in the new space, by t, obtaining a Pfaffian 
/3 = tp,dx’ + ... + tpn-ldxn-l + tR(xl, ..., xn, p1 , “., p,-, , z) dx” - tdz. 
(2.61) 
The second step is to apply the H.-J. method (2.4) to /3, perhaps re-naming 
the variables in some deliberate way, to prevent confusion (indeed, the .I? in 
(2.61) usually plays the part of dx n+l in (2.4). The result is a new formula for fi 
analogous to (2.43) 
/f? = Q,dP, + ... QndPn + dS. (2.62) 
TheseQ,, ..., S are expressions containing x1, “‘, p, , ..., z, t. 
The third step consists in setting some Pi equal to a constant, and using 
this equation to define t in terms of 9, a.., z. (Occasionally, it is profitable 
to impose some other relation instead, such as 
or 
81 + *.- -kQ)k=O 
PI = P2 
etc. etc.) Say i = n. Evidently 
and so, for our original Pfaffian, 
1 1 
a = 
1 
f Q,aP, + ... + ,QdL + t dS I p,=p . (2.63) 
This is the desired formula (2.3), with t = 2n. 
We give an illustration. 
(2.64) Example. 
a = pdx + qdy - dz where p2 + q2 = m(x). 
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Then 
a = pdx + 2/m(x) - p2 dy - dz. 
We shall denote the multiplier by T, because a formula to which we shall 
refer already contains t. Thus 
/3=Ta=Tpdx+TZ/m(x)-p2dy-Tdz 
=Tpdx+(-T)dz-TTl/m(x) -p”dy 
= p,dx + p2dz - l/~?(x) -P; dy 
where p, = Tp and p, = - T. 
This j? is of the general type treated in example (2.54), which the following 
concordance of notation 
Variables in fi 
Pl or TP 
X 
P2 or -T 
z 
Y 
Moreover, 
I Variables in y (2.54) 
PI 
T 
P2 
e 
t 
0 = go(r) 
- 1 =.m 
44 = f2W 
Consulting the findings in example (2.54), we obtain 
P,=-T 
and 
P,” = T2p2(- 1) + T2m(x). 
Now we must consider which single relation among PI , Q1 , P2 , Q2 will 
cause the greatest simplification in 
Ta = QldPl + Q2dP2 + dS. 
Let us try setting PI = 1. Then 
and 
T-l = l/m(x) - p2, 
Cd= dm(X> - Pz Q2d (- dm.(xi _ ,e) + l/m(x) - p2 dS. (2.65) 
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Here the reader will not only have to insert the Qa from (2.54) but he 
will have to complete example (2.54) by finding the S there. 
Actually, it is much more attractive to let Pz = - 1. Then T = 1 and 
PI = z/m(x) -- p” 
01 = Qld dm(x) - p2 + dS. (2.66) 
This valid result is more (or rather, less) than we bargained for! The reader 
had a right to expect a form of class 4, and an expression 
a = QdV f UdS, 
which (2.65) resembles. In this illustration we selected (without advertising 
the fact) a Pfaffian of class 3. This we did partly for simplicity, but mainly 
to point out the possibility. For (2.66), one does not need to evaluate Q2 , 
but one still needs to evaluate S. It goes without saying that (2.66) and (2.65) 
are both correct, but (2.66) is in the normal form, while (2.65) is not. 
A computationally feasible specimen of class 4 is obtained by replacing 
the relation p2 + q2 = m(x) by a slightly more complicated one, such as 
p2a + q2 = 4 or some of the others appearing on pages 244-5 of the text of 
Ford [I]. The utility of the general integrals lies mainly, I would say, in 
assisting the reduction to normal form, of Pfaffians of this type. 
III. CALCULUS OFVARIATIONSFORPFAFFIANS 
Let o( = a# + ... + a,dxn be a Pfaffian defined on an open subset G 
of IR”. Let (+ be a curve in G, that is, a function defined on a real interval, 
such that 
o(t) = (d(t), ..., u”(t)) lies in G 
for each value of t on the interval. We call o stationary for CL if the line integral 
of LY, along (3 from t, to t, 
, 
is insensitive to variations of (J which vanish at the end-points t, , t, . This is 
a variational problem of the usual sort and leads to Euler equations of a 
rather simple type, which assert that 
(3.1) CT is stationary for 01 if and only if 
t+(t)) = $ (u(t)) d(t) for j = 1, *.., n. 
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We shall use the summation convention, so that there is a sum in (3.11) 
over i from 1 to n. Expansion of the derivative on the left of (3.11), and 
transposing, yields (with the notation of (2.11)) 
0 = ag(o(t)) d(t)‘. (3.12) 
These functions aij are the components (in these coordinates) of dor in the 
sense of Cartan’s [2,3] exterior calculus (and we sum over repeated indices): 
dor = dai A dxi 
because dx” A dxi = - dxi A dx”. Hence 
dor = i.arjdxi A dxi, aij = - ajp . (3.13) 
For a bilinear alternating d$%rential form p = bijdxi A dxj (also called 
2-form), and two vectors X, Y whose components in this coordinate system 
are p and 7” one defines 
(j3; X, Y) = b&7+ (3.14) 
and this is independent of the coordinates used (cf. [3] and Section IV below). 
Hence the condition (3.12) says that 
(3.2) The tangent vectors X of the stationary curves a for OL are characterized 
by the fact that (da; X, Y) = 0 for each vector field Y defmed on (or on a 
neighborhood of) u. 
Returning to the general 2-form j3 again, we call the directions X for which 
(8; X, Y) = 0 for all Y the singular directions of p. If /3 = dor, we call these 
directions also the singular directions of LY. The integral manifolds are those 
submanifolds whose tangent vectors are singular directions. 
When n is odd, rr = 2p + 1, and 01 is of class n, we may write (2.3) 
Then 
a = uldu2 + . . . + uZ~-ldu2" + d,,ZP+l. (3.21) 
dor = dul A d2 + ... + dt9P-l A duQ. 
From this it is easy to see that the singular directions are those for which 
all components vanish except the uap+l component. Hence the singular 
submanifolds are obtained by setting the others equal to constants (see 
examples (2.9, (2.54)). More explicitly, if IP,, is any point, then the singular 
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manifold of CL passing through IP, is defined by the n -- 1 = 2p equations 
ul = ul(lP,), .*., uap = 29(IP,). (3.22) 
It is instructive to establish these results directly, without reference to 
Euler’s equations, when the Pfaffian is already in the normal form. Suppose 
11 .= 3 and 01 = xdy f dx. We want to find curves CI such that 
(3.23) 
is a higher order infinitesimal relative to max 1 T(t) ~ u(t) /, whenever 
T(t,J = o(t,,), T(tl) = o(t,). Now (3.23) is algebraic area enclosed by the 
projection of 7 - 0 into the x-y plane. It is evidently not an infinitesimal 
unless the projection of u is a single point. Thus the stationary curves for 01 
are those in which x and y are constant. These are indeed the singular curves 
for dor = dx A dy. 
We would like to return to the general situation and close this section by 
mentioning Hamilton’s canonical equations. These equations characterize 
the singular directions and therefore “define” (in the sense of differential 
equations) the singular manifolds. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Suppose the F’fafian (Y can be written in the form 
(2.4) where a, , ..., %x1, ..., xn+l, pre independent but a,,, is related to them 
as in (2.41). Then the singular directions are characterized by 
dxi = Hi&n+l, dai = - Hidxn+l, 
where Hi = aH/aa, and Hi = aH/M. 
Hidai + Hidxi = 0 (3.31) 
We begin the proof by recalling in what sense a system zc, bikdxk = 0 
of differential (i.e., Pfaffian) equations defines at a point IP. Let X be a vector 
at IP. Let Xk be its xk-component. Then X satisfies the system (at the 
point IP) if z:, bikX” = 0 for all i. A submanifold satisfies the system if every 
vector tangent to it satisfies the system in the sense just defined. 
The hypotheses of (3.3) show that at each point IP, the functions x1, ..., 
.p+l ,a,, “‘,a,, together with some other functions (certainly not including 
a,,,!) form a coordinate system. Let X be a singular vector for oi at IP, and 
let Y be any other vector at IP. Then we can assert that 
(dol; X, Y) = 2 (dai A dxi; X, Y) - $ Hi(dxi A dxn+l; X, Y} 
1 1 
Hi(dai A dxn+l; X, Y) = 0, 
1 
where H( = aH/axi evaluated at IP, etc. 
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Let Xi be the &component of X and Xi be the a,-component of X and let 
Yi, Yi be similarly defined. By virtue of (3.13) and (3.14) 
This is to be 0 for all Y. Thus the coefficient of each Yi and each Yi must be 
0, i.e., 
Xi-fpps+l=O Xi + H,x”+’ = 0, HiXi + HiXi = 0. 
That this be true for each X at IP is precisely what is meant by (3.31). A 
reformulation is the following. 
If {Xi = #(t), Ui = pi(t), x*+l = t} describes the singular curve para- 
metrically, then 
$ qiW = - HW), p(t), 4 (i = 1,2, **., n) 
$pitt) = Hi(dt), P(t)9 t, 
and 
Here H’ is the partial derivative of H with respect to its last argument. The 
Hamilton-Jacobi technique is specifically intended to save us from the 
necessity of solving these equations. 
IV. SOME NOTATIONFOR MANIFOLDS 
The configuration space of a mechanical system is a dzflerentiable manifold. 
For simplicity, we shall follow the usage of Chevalley [3] in discussing mani- 
folds M. In particular, when (ul, ..., u”) is a coordinate system in M, we use 
(4.1) 
to denote the vector Jield whose ith component in this coordinate system, is 
+ 1 while all the others are 0. In practice, we abbreviate (4.1) by 
a 
( 1 aui ul...u” 
or, most frequently, by a/M. 
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If f is a function defined in M, and X is a vector field 
then we use Xf to designate the new function 
Xl af i . . . +x2& 
au1 ’ 
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(4.2) 
If OL is a Pfaffian a&r + ... + andun and X is the vector field (4.3), then 
(a; X) = Xla, + ... + X”u,, (4.4) 
is the function these two define (a 2-form needs two vector fields to yield a 
function (3.14)). 
A special case of (4.4) is Xf, since 
Xf = (dfX). 
A vector field X is a collection of vectors, one vector being associated or 
attached to each point of the domain of definition of the vector field. If 
IP belongs to the domain of X, then X lip is the vector X assigns to IP. 
If M is a manifold and lP is a point of M, then the collection of all vectors 
at the point IP will be denoted by M(IP). This is a linear space (with the 
same dimension as M) in the sense that if [, 7 belong to M(IP), then so do 
5 + 7, he where h is a real number. (If f belongs to M(IP) and T belongs to 
M( IP’) where IP # IP’, then one cannot form t + 77.) 
Let M be the class of all vectors in M, regardless of where attached, that is 
M = union of all M( IP) for all I P in M. 
If (U’, .‘., u”) is a coordinate system in M, and 6 is a vector 1P and JP is a 
point of M within the domain of that coordinate system, then e can be 
expressed in terms of the basis (4.1): 
It saves time to abbreviate the content of (4.5) by denoting the &component 
ti of E by E(Q). Thus ((~8) = p. This can be usefully generalized, by writing 
for any function f, and calling it the f-component of 6. A traditional symbol 
can now be endowed with a definite meaning by writing t(f) -A[), so that 
so that in particular, z?(t) is nothing 5”. 
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Just knowing the components of 5 in some coordinate system does not 
enable one to pin it down, we need also to know the point IP at which it is 
attached. In the traditional notation the coordinates of IP are sometimes incor- 
porated into the notation for 5, but evidently not here. We adopt the symbol 
m(f) to refer to the point, such as IP here, at which 5 is attached. This evi- 
dently defines a projection 
m:M+M (4.7) 
of M onto M, wherein all the vectors in M(IP) are made to correspond to 
their common base point IP. 
These considerations enable us to introduce coordinates into M. Let 
(241, . ..) 24”) (4.71) 
be a coordinate system in M. Then 
(Cl, . ..) $2, Gl, . ..) p> (4.72) 
can be taken as a coordinate system in M, where, for 4 in M 
C”(f) = u”(+t)) (h = 1, . . . . 92) (4.73) 
while (in accordance with (4.6)) 
z?(t) is the uk component of 5. (4.74) 
The coordinate system (4.72) is called the canonical coordinate system in 
M induced by the coordinate system (4.71) in M. 
In the symbolism for substitution, zik is nothing but u” o rr. In most 
treatises on dynamics, no notational distinction is made between uk (which is 
defined on M) and uk o rr (which, like tik, is defined in M). Before falling in 
line with this convention, we will establish some important formulas, whose 
derivation requires an awareness of the distinction. 
(4.8) LEMMA. Let (4.71) be one coordinate system in M, and let 
(VI, . . . . vy (4.81) 
be another. Then, between the induced canonical coordinate systems (4.72) and 
(Cl, . . . . 'Un,p, . . . . p> (4.82) 
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there are the following relations 
%i? 
azij =O (i, j = 1, ..., n) (4.85) 
but1 
atii 
7 
ai’ 
need not be 0. (4.86) 
In this proof, as henceforth, we shall use the summation convention (com- 
pare (4.83)). 
Let 5 be a vector at IP in M. Then IP = r(E). Using the coordinate system 
(4.7), we have 
5 = (j & I,p where 5’ = G(E). (4.87) 
Combining this with (4.6) (letting f be vi) we obtain 
so that 
thus establishing (4.83). In order to derive (4.84) from this, we need iW/W, 
for which the full notation is (see (4.1)) 
a5-i 
( 1 w lil.. ..,lirf ?;I ,.._. ‘j-l,l;,tl ,.._ .cw. 
Evidently, in the calculation, rii, ..., zin are held constant (not to mention the 
others.) Now Gi depends only on 9, ..., zin. Thus (4.85) holds, and this gives 
also (4.84). 
1 This startling state of affairs was pointed out to me by Prof. B. O’Neill, and 
constitutes the main justification for the careful proof of (4.83)-(4.85) which we shall 
give. 
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Finally, we give an example to support (4.86), which says that di does not 
depend only on (~2, ..., ti”). Let M be the positive real axis, let u = X, and let 
w = x2 (= XX) which can be used as a coordinate on M. Let 6 be a vector 
at (the real number) IP. By (4.83), we have 
av d= -*v zi=@u.4li=2gj ( 1 au 
so that 
ad ati = 2ti -z 
an G- ; ( 1 
which is certainly not 0. An important consequence of this fact (4.86) is 
(4.88) The vector field 
in M is not independent of the coordinate system. 
We point this out because we were once tempted to suppose that (4.89), 
loosely written 
must surely define something invariant because, on the one hand, (4.83) 
certainly implies 
(where we have omitted the rr, as we said we would in the future) and on the 
other hand 
a ad a 
@ Yzz.7 aua au3 (4.91) 
surely hold in M (being essentially the transformation property for vector 
fields). Inserting these into (4.9) we obtain 
a ad ad a 
ciT=--dk___ 
au% at+ at42 a29 
This paradox arises because (4.91) cannot be inserted into (4.9): while 
there are, tacitly, “bars” in (4.9), there are none in (4.91), nor could there be, 
since (4.91) is a fact about M. 
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M will be called the phase space corresponding to M. (It is also called the 
tangent-vector bundle.) 
V. THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS AND GEODESICS 
Let Q be a manifold of m dimensions. Suppose it is the configuration space 
of a mechanical system with m degrees of freedom. Hamilton’s Principle says 
that the curve 0 in Q which represents the position u(t) at the time t (initial 
conditions being specified) is such as makes the integral (for each pair t, , tl) 
illL(o(t), u’(t), t) dt (5.1) 
insensitive to variations in CJ that vanish at t, and t, . (Cf. [4, p. 3561.) Here L 
is the kinetic energy minus the potential energy.) L is evidently some sort of 
function. The question is, where is it deJined? On some manifold of 2m + 1 
dimensions, surely (cf. [4, p. 360]), but which one ? To answer this, consider 
that to get the value of L, one must know the place or position, the velocity 
vector at that place, and the time. 
It is certainly not enough to know just the place and time. We have adopted 
the position that every vector has its place (and that merely giving the com- 
ponents, and not the place, does not define a vector. A “vector” that can be 
“moved around” is a vector field). This technicality makes it possible to say 
that you need to know only the vector velocity, and the real value r of t, 
to evaluate L. We arrive at the conclusion 
(5.2) L is defmed on the Cartesian product 
Q x IR 
of the phase space Q, and the real line IR (the “time axis”). 
Traditionally, the generic coordinate system in a configuration space is 
called 
(4l 7 . *. cl”) (5.21) 
where m is the dimension of Q. This induces, canonically, the coordinate 
system in Q 
(p, . .) p, 41, . . ., (j”) (5.22) 
as described earlier. It is usual to write qi for g, although this laconism 
invites paradoxes (4.88). Having appraised the reader of the danger, we go 
further, and define 
(ql, ..*, q”, ql, *.-, 4”, t) (5.23) 
2 
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as a canonical coordinate system in Q x IR where 
qi(f, 7) = 4i(O = q”(4E>), (5.24) 
4% T> = 4Yf) (5.25) 
and 
t(& T) = 7. (5.26) 
We return to our main objective, namely to define a Pfaffian in Q x IR 
whose singular directions are usefully related to the curves o in Q x IR 
which are the extremals of the variational problem (5.1). We use the function 
L, the coordinate system (5.23) in Q x IR, and define a Pfaffian 
p = p,dq’ + **a -I- p&q” (5.3) 
where 
aL 
Pi = ap” i = 1, -es, m. 
(5.4) LEMMA. TV is independent of the coordinate system wed to dejne it. 
In fact, let another coordinate system be 
(xl, .**, xm, 91, -.., P, t). (5.41) 
Then 
aL i3L aS+ 
aqi c-7 a*3 ag + axi aqd 
?LE+2&& (5.42) 
aL ad =-- 
as aqi (by (4.84) and (4.85)). 
Moreover 
dxi = $ dqi . (5.43) 
This is not “obvious,” but follows from (4.8) plus the facts (which should 
be adjoined to (4.8) when one is considering Q x IR and (5.23) rather than 
just (5.22) in Q) 
aqi a$ =. -=- . at at (5.44) 
Now (5.42) and (5.43) establish (5.4). 
ThisPfaffian shall be called the momentum. Thep, , *.-,p, defined by (5.31) 
are the canonical components of the momentum in the coordinate system (5.23) 
or one might even say, in the coordinate system (5.21). (It is misleading to 
call pl , ..., pm the momenta. If a particle is at the point IP of Q and its velocity 
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is 5 (so that r(t) = !P) th en the components of the momentum of that 
particle in that state are p,(t), .+., pm(f). The momentum itself is not the 
momentum of anything, just as the Cartesian coordinate x on the real line IR 
isn’t the position of anything. It just g&s the position of IP, viz x(/P). Incase 
of Q x IR, the mapping n 
z-( 6, T) = V( [) = base point of 5 
is the positional analogue of the coordinate-free concept of momentum.) 
(5.45) LEMMA. The function 
pig =plpl + ... +p&y (5.46) 
deJned in terms of (5.23) and (5.31) is independent of the coordinate system. 
Accordingly we can use (5.46) to define a function on ~11 of Q x IR whose 
expression in each canonical coordinate system is given by (5.46). 
The proof of (5.45) is left to the reader. The function defined in (5.45) 
is not usually given any special name, but the function 
H =p$ -L (5.47) 
shall be called the Hamiltonian corresponding to L. Then Hdt is a Pfaffian 
defined on the manifold Q x IR, just as H and L are functions defined on 
Q x IR (and not on Q.) Th e d’ff 1 erence of this Hdt and p shall be called the 
action : 
(5.5) DEFINITION. The action corresponding to L is the Pfafian 01, where 
01 = p - Hdt. 
From the definitions, it follows that 
01 = Ldt +pi(dqi - pidt). 
If along a curve in Q x IR one has 
(5.51) 
dqi = pi& (5.52) 
then along that curve one obviously has OL = Ldt, and therefore one can expect 
a relation between the curves which make the action stationary and those 
defined by the variational problem (5.1), but this simple observation does not 
show why the the coefficients of dqi - $dt should be precisely the pi . 
Euler’s equations state that 
$ [+ (4% t,] = $ (J(t), t) 
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where we do not write L(o(t), u’(t), t) b ecause as observed earlier, the extra 
o(t) is not needed. Here u, as in (5.1), is a function defined on the real num- 
bers IR (actually, we need only an open interval) with values in Q, u : IR -+ Q. 
For each T let O’(T) be the Q-component2 of the tangent vector to u at (a(~), T), 
the tangent vector being made unique by requiring the t-component to be 
+ 1 (see Fig. 5.6). This function u’ provides us at once with a mapping of IR 
FIG. 5.6 
in Q, in fact CJ’ : IR -+ Q, and the new diagram depicts the graph of this 
function a’. This function may be identified with the graph, which is a one- 
dimensional submanifold lying in Q x IR. (One hesitates to call it a curve, 
because a curve is a parametrized thing, and u', as depicted in Fig. 5.61, is 
just a collection of points.) This graph U’ we call the Zifzkg up of the original 
curve u in Q. 
Now U' has a tangent at each of its points. We define, along u’, a specific 
tangent vector T (the sum of the two components depicted in (5.61): note 
the scale on the t - axis.) Thus, in the notation of (4.6), 
2 The terminology is ambiguous, since components are numbers determined by a 
geometric thing and a coordinate system. We are here in Q x IR, so (q’, ***, q’“, t) is a 
suitable coordinate system. If ei(t) = q:(cr(t)) then the tangent vector to O, which is a 
vector in Q x IR has the components 
and the O’(T) we want is a vector in Q, at O(T) having the components (O;(T), a.-, U,(T)) 
and thus 
a U’(T) =(ql 0 U)‘(T) - (U(T)). 
w 
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(5.63) The t component i(T) =r(t) shall be -C 1. Concerning the yi components 
of T we can say 
Wf> = 4i(d+ 4 (= $ $(4> I,=,) ; (5.64) 
while the consequence of Euler’s equations is (still in the notation of (4.6)) 
(5.65) 
FIG. 5.61 
Euler’s equations can be solved (locally) if the Hessian 
(5.66) 
at the proposed initial conditions (X ,, , T,,) in Q x IR, for velocity, place, 
and time. Equation (5.66) insures that near (x,, , To) T is completely defined 
bY 
T(t) = 1 (5.67) 
T(q*) = $(x, T) (5.68) 
T(P,) = L,(x, T) (5.69) 
where L, stands for aL/aqi. 
For brevity, we call the vector field T defined by (5.67)-(5.69), assuming 
that (5.66) is true, the Eulerian vector field associated with the variational 
problem presented by the integral (5.1). 
Now we will connect the variational problem for the Pfafian (5.51) with 
the Eulerian field. 
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(5.7) THEOREM. Let (5.66) hold. Lif up to Q any solution u of Euler’s 
equations. Then any tangent o u’ is a singular direction for CY, where a! is p - Hdt 
(see (5.51)); and conversely. 
PROOF. a: = (L - p,$) dt + pidqi, so we obtain 
dol = bid@ + L,dqi - dpi . @ - p,d$) A dt + dp, A dq” 
= (Lidpd - @dpJ A dt + dp, A dqi. 
Now 
LiT(qi) - #T&J,) T(t) 
so that 
which vanishes identically in Z1, ..., Z, , Z, . So T is singular. For the con- 
verse, we use (5.66). It says that det (+,/a$) # 0 at (X,, , T,,), whence 
(ql, ..*, 9”) Pl , *-*, p, , t) form a coordinate system in Q x IR near (&T,,), 
and Z1, .*., Znt, Z, , a*., Z, , Z, may be chosen arbitrarily. Suppose’ T is a 
singular direction, then the first formula above for (da; T, Z) should always 
be 0. Setting Zi = 1 and all the others equal to 0, we get T&J,) = LiT(t). 
Setting Z, = 1, all others 0, we get T(qi) = @T(t). This shows that there is a 
unique singular direction, and that it satisfies (5.67)-(5.69) after normalizing 
T(t) = 1. It also shows that 01 has class 2m + 1. 
As an illustration of these principles, let us study the geodesics in the plane. 
From the formula for arc length 
s 1 dl + u’(t)2 dt (5.72) 
we see that Q = IR, and, using y for the Cartesian coordinate in Q, 
L=dW. (5.73) 
Thus u lies in Q x IR (compare (5.6)) (see Fig. 5.74) and L is defined on 
Q x IR (see Fig. 5.741) (although here it depends only on 9). 
Shifting back from y to q, we calculate that 
p = tj( 1 + ps)--1’2, fj = p( 1 - ,2)-l/2, L = (1 - ,2)--112, 
and the associated action 
a = dvdt +pdq. 
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By a slight adaptation of (2.58) or inspection, 
+&- 4) dp + dh + t v’i=-?+) 
= (Qt - q) dp + d(pq - W. (5.75) 
Y 
4 
u 
tt 
FIG. 5.74 
FIG. 5.741 
The singular manifolds are given by p = const. (whence 4 = const.) and 
q = tjt + const. These are curves in IR 3. They are the result of “lifting” to 
Q x IR the lines q = at + b in Q x IR, which solve (5.1) by Euler’s equa- 
tions. 
One detail: p = 0 (or 4 = 0) and q = 6 is a singular curve for da (see 
(5.75)) but (5.7) d oes not say that this corresponds to a solution of (5.1) (nor 
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does it) because hypothesis (5.66) fails. This shows that this approach does 
not yield all the geodesics. Hence we turn to the other (parametric) approach 
with its peculiar conceptual difficulties, and technical advantages. 
Consider those functions u(t) = (or(t), oa(t)) which render 
s $1 du1(t)2 + a&)2 dt (5.76) to 
insensitive to variations in u which vanish at t, and t, , as usual. Such a u is a 
geodesic curve. It lies in IR3. The geodesic arc is the set of points in /Ra. 
{MT>, u2k>) : 7 in IV (5.77) 
that is geometrically interesting. lR2 is our Q and (avoiding the introduction 
of q’s) 
L = 49 + 32 (5.78) 
is dejned on the 5-dimensional Q x IR (although it depends only 3i, j). From 
(5.33), Pl = 44 P, = NL, and p = (3idx + $dy)/L. Here H = 0 (as the 
homogeneity of L should have led one to expect.) This knocks out the only 
possible t term in 01. In fact, letting p, = p, we get a: = pdx + dl - p2 dy, 
clearly of rank 3. Actually, since (5.66) is violated, this does not con- 
tradict (5.7). Looking at (2.58), 
I 4 + d(px +y 1/1 - p”). 
The singular manifolds are defined by p = a, x = by + c. These certainly 
define lines in Q, but one should remember that they are defined on the 5-di- 
mensional Q x IR, and there {p = a, x = by + c} is a 3-dimensional thing. 
In this problem the t never appeared, because of the homogeneity of (5.78), 
and we may ragard 01, L, x, y as dejned on Q. Finally, we restrict a! to the 
submanifold {L = l} which is 3-dimensional, and the equality of rank of 
OL and dimension of space, which the elementary treatment of Pfaffians requires, 
is restored. We now apply these ideas to geodesics in general. 
First we have to define ‘metric’. Let g be an analytic function defined on 
Q such that if f has the components tl, *a., [* in a coordinate system 
(xl, ..-, xm) and base point IP = ~(5) then 
g(5) = gt,(lP) lie. (IP = ?T(.x)) 
Evidently g has the form 
g = g&G, 
(5.8) 
(5.81) 
whereg, = g5, , and these depend only on (x1, -+-, xm). 
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If g has the property that the determinant of the gij does not vanish, we 
call g a quasi-Riemannian metric. In the usual Riemannian metric, g(t) > 0 
for 5 f 0, and l/g(t) is the length of the vector E. The Lorentx-Minkowski 
metric for 1 R4 has (in terms of the Cartesian coordinates which are sometimes 
called t, x, y, x in this context) 
g = t2 - *z - jl” - f’. (5.82) 
By a geodesic curve in Q, with respect to a given g, we mean a curve o(f) 
in Q for which g(u’(t)) > 0, and such that, for a < b the integral 
J 
-b x'g(u'(t)) dt 
n 
(5.83) 
is insensitive to variations in 0 of the usual sort. The curve u lies in Q x 1R 
(see (5.6)). The set ofpoints (a one-dimensional submanifold of Q) traced out 
in Q by u(t) is the geodesic arc. 
Now suppose that u is a geodesic curve. Comparison of (5.83) with (5.1) 
shows that the tangent to u’ depicted in (5.61) should have the properties 
expressed in terms of T by (5.67)-(5.69), where L = dg Nevertheless, as the 
example showed, these equations do not define a unique vector (nor do 
Euler’s equations have a unique solution). The determinant (5.66) is identic- 
ally 0: there is a relation among p, , .*., p, . In fact, since 
these functions are related by 
gijpipj = 1 (5.85) 
where (gij) is the inverse matrix of (gij). 
This being so, we cannot tie up the action cx in Q x IR with the geodesics 
in quite the way that (5.7) does in “general”. But the source of this distinction, 
namely the fact that L is homogeneous of degree one in the geodesic situation 
also produces another effect. It makes the Hamiltonian equal to 0, and thus 
ci = pldq’ + *a* + pmdqm. (5.86) 
It depends only on (ql, ..., qna,pl , ... ,p,) and its class, in view of (5.85), is 
2m - 1. (It is defined on Q x IR, whose dimension is 2m + 1.) Let us find 
it a nice 2m - 1 dimensional subspace to live on! This can be done as follows. 
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(5.9) THEOREM. Let g be a quasi-Riemannian metric. Using a canonical 
coordinate system (ql, ..., q”, @, ..., 4”) in Q, define the functions 
(5.91) 
and the Ffafian of class 2m - 1 
y = p,dql + ..’ + pmdqm. (5.92) 
Restrict attention to the 2m - 1 dimensional subset U of Q consisting of the 
vectors of unit length (g = l), and$nd the singular curves for y in U. The 
projections of these curves into Q gives all the geodesic arcs in Q in a one-to-one 
manner. (That is, we get all the geodesics having g(t) > 0 for their tangents; 
and we included this condition into the definition of geodesics, for the sake 
of brevity. The “projection” here is the 7r of (4.7).) 
We begin the proof by considering a geodesic arc in Q, and wondering 
what singular curve for y in U it is the projection of. Therefore, let the points 
of the curve u(t) be the given geodesic arc. Since g(u’(t)) > 0 we can change 
the parametrization if necessary, to make 
g(u’(t)) = g&(t)) C+(t) uj(t)’ = 1, (5.93) 
in terms of some coordinate system (5.21). We now define the desired curve v 
in Q: its variable point in coordinates (5.22) shall be 
(u’(t), ...9 urn(t), d(t)‘, a.-, am(t)‘). (5.94) 
Then surely this curve lies in U, because of the normalization (5.93). The 
components of its tangent are given by (5.68) and (5.69). Comparing (5.92) 
and (5.86) shows that the first part of the proof of (5.7) still works when 
(q’, ..‘, cl”, Pl > . ..v Pm) are regarded as coordinates in Q. Thus we conclude 
that v is a singular curve for y. 
The projection of v back into Q sends the point (5.94) into the point 
in Q. Thus the projection of F is the given (T. 
There remains only the question whether at most one singular manifold of 
y in U is projected down by r into the given geodesic arc. We must remind the 
reader that, for us, a l-dimensional singular manifold is (like a geodesic arc) 
not a parametrized thing such as a curve. In particular it has, like a geodesic 
arc, no distinguished orientation (or sense.) However, it can be described by a 
parametrized curve, just as u describes our given arc. With these technicalities 
in mind, the reader can reverse the steps of the preceding argument, and 
complete the proof of (5.9). 
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We shall illustrate the Pfaffian technique for geodesics by obtaining them 
in IR3 (see Fig. 5.95) where, in terms of polar coordinates t, r, 0 a cylindrically 
symmetric Lorentz-Minkowski metric 
g = goi2 - g1P2 - g,@ (5.96) 
has been imposed. Here g, , g, , g, are supposed to be positive functions 
depending only on r. (r = 0 and some value of 8, say 0 = rr have of course 
to be excluded, to keep the domain of (t, r, 0) an open set.) Moreover, t has 
nothing to do with the t, say, in (5.1), (5.51), but is (if the expression be 
allowed) in the nature of a 9. The Pfaffian y is easily found to be 
y = g,,i dt - gli dr - g,d de. (5.97) 
FIG. 5.95 
The relation that makes y of class 5 is the same as the equation of U, which 
is g = 1. On U, t can be both positive or negative. Depending on the sign 
of t, we have on U, 
Y = i h, + &P; +&P; dt - P@ - &de (5.98) 
where purely as abbreviations to facilitate comparison with (2.54) we have 
used the letters p, and p, to stand for git and g,d (thus they need not be the p, 
of (5.91)) and 
fi =&l/g, 9 fi =&l/g, . (5.99) 
Inserting these into (2.56), (2.57) we obtain equations for the geodesic arcs. 
The E and A depend on the directions of their tangent lines at some chosen 
point. 
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VI. DYNAMICS 
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the high degree of conceptual 
and technical similarity between the solution of elementary problems in 
Newton-Lagrangean dynamics, and in Einsteinean dynamics. Our purpose 
is best served by defining a more inclusive notion’an absolute mechanical 
system. 
An absolute mechanical system 
consists of a manifold 1M of dimension n, a function w defined on M, still 
another function L defined on the part of M on which w > 0, and finally, a 
direction of time (+). 
The manifold M shall be called the time-space of the system. Points of M 
shall be called incidents. Curves in M shall be called itineraries, and an itinerary 
0 shall be called timelike if w > 0 for all the tangents to u. 
The function w shall be called the clock function for the system. Its 
“physical” interpretation is as follows. Let a(~), a < 7 < b describe a 
timelike itinerary in M, with parametrization so adjusted that the tangent 
U’(T) has t component + 1 (see (5.61)). Then 
Lb d@@) dt 
Jll 
(6.11) 
is the elapse of time registered by a clock carried by the traveller in question. 
It is futile to attempt to build things like clocks and travellers or for that 
matter, measuring rods and light signals, directly into the definition; and 
this “physical” (if that is the right word) interpretation is not part of the 
definition of w, or of the system. The mathematical purpose of u is to enable 
us to distinguish timelike (W > 0), spacelike (W < 0) and instantaneous 
(W = 0) types of itineraries, and to distinguish particularly those itineraries 
which are properly parametrized, that is, have w(o’(t)) identically equal to 1. 
When this is true, then following Einstein, call 7 the proper time of the incident 
U(T) relative to the itinerary cr. 
The function L is an analogue of the Lagrangean. In the relativistic case, 
this function cannot be defined on all on M in a differentiable way (in fact, 
L2 = w, see 6.4) so we simply do not require it to be defined on that part of M 
where w < 0. The mathematical purpose of L is to define the world lines. 
These are the images under r (4.7) of the singular manifolds in U = {w = l} 
of the Pfaffian. 
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This formula defines the Pfaffian locally, in terms of a canonical coordinate 
system 
(xl, ‘..) 9, 9, “.) +P), (6.13) 
and these various local definitions define one Pfaffian globally. Compare (5.4). 
We may call this Pfaffian the action for the system {M, W, L, +}, because 
it does reduce to (5.5) in the classical case (6.26). 
The world lines are interpreted as being the incidents of a particle, or 
traveller, travelling in accord with the dynamical nature of the system. Each 
world line can be parametrized, that is, an itinerary (I can be set up in many 
ways. In our examples, there will be essentially (that is, apart from adding a 
constant to the parameter) two ways of parametrizing a given world line in 
such a way that 
go’(t)) = 1. (6.14) 
These two ways are essentially related by a reversal in the sign of the para- 
meter. This raises the question: which of these parametrizations shall be 
chosen so that the behavior of the traveller’s clock is given by the considera- 
tions surrounding the formula (6.11) ? It is the purpose of “+” in (6.1) to make 
the decision. We must make concrete assumptions about M and w to enable 
such a decision to be made in a differentiable, not merely consistent way. 
(6.15) Further assumptions about w. The 2n - 1 dimensional set (W = l} 
decomposes into two 2n - 1 dimensionalparts of which one is chosen, and designa- 
ted by +. 
Then the natural proper parametrization for a world line is one for which 
not only (6.14) holds, but also 
u’(t) lies in +. (6.16) 
Incidentally, this condition prevents small closed curves from being world 
lines, but there could still be large closed world lines. However, the purpose 
of (6.15) is to enable us to interpret one of the two parametrization as the one 
which has the parameter and the clock varying in the same sense. 
We will now show how to obtain an absolute system from a 
(6.2) Lagrangean system of the classical sort. 
Suppose the classical system has an m-dimensional configuration space Q. 
Let (@, ..., 4”) be a coordinate system in Q. Suppose the Lagrangean of the 
system can be described in terms of a coordinate system 
(q’, **., P, (il, **a, pm, t) (6.21) 
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in Q x IR (see (5.2), (5.23), but notice that the dimension of Q is now 
denoted by m) as follows 
-qql, ***> qm, $9 . . . . @n, t) = Q 2 &(ql, .*., qm, t) Qi$ - 9)(ql, ***, q”‘, t) 
i,j=l 
(6.22) 
Let us reconsider (ql, a.., qm). Th ese can be used to define a coordinate 
system. For 7 real and IP a point of Q we have the generic point (T, IP) of 
M; and we define t(~, IP) = 7 and q*(T, IP) = qi(lP). 
(t, ql, e.1, q”) in M = IR x Q. (6.23) 
To the coordinate system (6.23) in M we apply the construction (4.71)-(4.72), 
but note that we no longer bother with the bar) of canonical coordinates in M 
(t, q1, “‘, qm, t, 41, “.) 4”). (6.24) 
In terms of these coordinates (6.24), and using the form 2 of the given 
Lagrangian of (6.2) as given by (6.22) in terms of (6.21), define 
L=iJz 
t 
ql,..., qf$ )...) $,t). (6.25) 
With the form (6.22) for 2, this definition of L is independent of the 
coordinate system (ql, ..., qm) used. Even when Y has not the form (6.22), it 
may be possible to define L in a single-valued way in M by using only certain 
coordinate systems in Q. If there is a global coordinate system in Q then we 
can always use it to define L. 
The M, n( = m + l), w, and L having been assembled, we must now 
specify the 6. The set on which i2 = 1 does indeed consist of two 2m + 1 
dimensional parts: {i = + l} and {f = - 1). We let + be the part on which 
t is + 1. The entire construction is now worthwhile only because of the 
following. 
(6.26) THEOREM. The naturally and properly parametrized world-lines for 
the absolute system {IR x Q, i2, L (i = I}} are given by the solutions of 
Lagrange’s equations for the system (6.2). 
PROOF. To save notation, we shall suppose m = 1. ThenL = tU(q, d/t, t), 
and the Pfaffian (6.12) is 
/3 = t9’2(-.)l/i dq + [cY(...) + tcY2(...) (- g/i”)] dt 
= cY2(...) dq + [P’(...) - &+t] dt 
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where (...) stands for q, 4/i, t. On the submanifold {t = 1}, the Pfaffian takes 
the form 
cy = P2(...) dq + [9(...) - &!Tip,(..~)] dt. ((5 = 1)). 
This looks exactly like the action Pfaffian (Y corresponding to (6.21). By 
(5.7), the solutions to Euler’s equations (same as Lagrange’s equations) are the 
images under v of the singular manifolds of (Y in the submanifold {t = l} (see 
(5.63)). According to our definition of world-line we are to take the singular 
manifolds for LY in {t2 = l} and parametrize them so that t = 1. The identity 
of these two procedures is obvious. Thus (6.26) is true. 
If two otherwise distinct itineraries in this system pass through the same 
pair of points in M, then these travellers will agree as to which meeting was 
the former, and how much time elapsed in the interim, namely 1 At /. 
We turn now to Einsteinean dynamic systems. Our conception here will be 
based on the account in Levi-Civita [S]. An Einsteinean system involves an 
n = m + 1 dimensional manifold M (usually m = 3) with a quasi-Rieman- 
nian metric g having the property that at each point IP of M, a coordinate 
system (x0, &a+, ..., &x?) can be found such that for vectors 5 at IP 
g(.$) = i+(f)2 - kl(.y - ... -,&F(.y 
= (50)2 - ($)” - . . . - (pz)2. 
Such a coordinate system, incidentally, will be called a Lorentz system at IP. 
A basis e. , ..., e, for the vector space M( IP) for which 
g(e,$ + a+. + em(“) = ($)” - ... - (.$m)2 
will be called a Lorentz frame at IP. Thus Lorentz frames exist at each point IP. 
The points IP of M are usually called events in English-language presenta- 
tions of the subject, but incident comes much closer to the original term. 
The world-lines presumably describing the space-time relation for a 
particle moving naturally in the system are taken to be the geodesics for g 
which have g > 0 for their tangents. There is also an interpretation of 
type (6.11) relating it to the movement of clocks. This idea is one of Einstein’s 
basic contributions. However, we have not found anywhere a discussion 
resembling our axiom (6.15). Perhaps the following assumption about Lorentz 
frames will be accepted as the sort of thing Einstein would have agreed to, if 
indeed he has not actually said it himself. 
(6.31) It is possible to ass& to each lP of M a Lorentz frame F(IP) such that 
if X is a differentiable vector field in M, and if the e,-component of X Ilp is 
positive, then the e,-component of X jIp , is also positive provided !P’ is su#iciently 
near to IP. 
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This axiom makes sure that M carries a global vector field T which is 
continuous and which satisfies g( T(IP)) > 0 at each incident IP. 
Once such an assignment of Lorentz frames is selected, a vector is called 
positive if its e, component is positive, at the point in question. 
Starting with an Einsteinean system thus defined, we assemble an absolute 
system {M, w, L, +} whose ingredients are as follows. The M of the latter is 
the M of the former; the w of the latter is the g of the former; the L of the 
latter is nothing else but di; and 6 consists simply of the positive vectors 
withg > 1. 
From this point of view, the aesthetic value of Einsteinean systems would 
seem to lie in the simple relation between the L and the w 
L=&F (6.32) 
whereas in the Lagrangean case, there was no relation. Unfortunately we 
could not formulate (6.1) in such a way that (6.32) would have read L = w. 
A glance at (5.9) and particularly the Pfaffian (5.92) for geodesics shows 
that the world-lines for {M, w, L, T} are the same as those for the given 
Einsteinean system. 
As is well known, Einstein goes on to impose further restrictions on the 
metricg, giving rise to his gravitational theory. This is hardly a part of mecha- 
nics, no more than the Newtonian theory of gravitation is a part of classical 
mechanics, wherein the potential, if any, is a datum. 
There is a third type of absolute mechanical system, the motion of a 
chargedparticle in an electromagnetic$eld in free space (this mild contradiction 
is resolved by ignoring the electromagnetic effect of the particle, and con- 
sidering its motion only when at a distance from the other charges, etc., 
creating the field.) A special reason for bringing it up is that it involves riot 
only Pfaffians, but also 2-forms. 
We will call the system informally described above an electrodynamic 
system. We will in fact define it directly as an absolute system. 
(6.5) DEFINITION. An electrodynamic system is an absolute mechanical 
system obtained by taking an Einsteinean system (M, g, di, +}, and an 
otherwise unrelated Pfaffian 7 defined in M, and forming the new system 
{M,g, l/g - 7, +}. The Pfaffian 7 is called the electromagnetic potential.3 
More explicitly, if the metric g has the form 
s When n = m + 1 = 4 and r) satisfies some natural condition (cf. [q), then the 
field, which in any case is given by dr), is called Maxwellian. 
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and 17 = qidxi, then the L in this case is supposed to be z/g - viii. (The 
distinction between ti and dx is largely one of notation or rather usage.) 
The Pfaffian of action is y = ridxi where Y( = aL/W, as usual. On {g = 11, 
this reduces to 
y = (g&j - Q) dxi. 
We shall abbreviate as follows: 
(6.55) 
We propose to illustrate computational aspects by pursuing this example 
somewhat further. Let us choose IRnz+l as our M. We denote the Cartesian 
coordinates by (t, ~1, ..., x”). Let us use the metric (5.82). It is useful to 
denote ffi by ui , so that we have 
Thus 
g = i” - u1” - . . . - u”, . 
y = (i - rlo) dt - (ui + Q) dxi 
where the latter term denotes a sum from 1 to m. We shall use this modified 
convention again, for example, in (6.59). Letting ui + vi = pi , we obtain 
But 
y = Hdt - pidxi, H = - T,, + i. (6.56) 
on {g = l}, and so 
ic‘ow (t, xl, ‘.., p, ) ...) forms a system of coordinates on {g = l}, so that we 
may quote Hamilton’s equations and assert that for the singular manifolds 
dxi = !?! dt 
aPi ’ 
4% = - s dt. 
Now 
in the notation of (6.55). Thus 
tdxi = qdt, 
3 
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Therefore 
dui = - dqi + rlr,i dxk, 
The result is 
dui = - ai& - aikdxk, j&i = ++dt (6.59) 
These determine the motion. Suppose we rewrite them for m = 1 as 
dA = - adt - bdx and idx = ndt, and illustrate how they determine equa- 
tions involving derivatives. Let a geodesic arc in the 2-dimensional M be 
defined by x -f(t) = 0. We are supposed to lift this up to {g = I}. To do 
this we suddenly regard x -f(t) = 0 as an equation in t, t, x, R and add the 
two others, 3i -f’(t) t = 0 and naturally t2 - k2 = 1. Therefore 
d(f’(t) i) = - adt - bd(f(t)) and id(f(t)) =f’(t) idt 
should hold, as well as i2 -f’(t)2 t2 = 1, so we get 
( 41 
f’ ‘= -a-/pf’. 
- (f’12 1 
If this done to (6.59) we get equations closely approximating the Lorentz 
force (cf. [6, (7.28)]). Our result (6.59) agrees perfectly with Bergmann’s 
(7.49). Our method is, I believe, shorter and I hope, more rigorous. (I cannot 
follow some of Bergmann’s reasoning, for example the first 10 lines on p. 99 
of his book.) 
This ends our discussion of electrodynamics. 
It is now possible to compare briefly the Pfaffian techniques for two com- 
parable problems, namely, central force classically and relativistically. For 
simplicity we take M = IR3 which can be described in the classical case as 
motion in a plane. In each case we select our coordinate system as in (5.96). 
(6.6) Classical central force. Let L = 8 (f2 + rzd2) - w where v depends 
on r alone. Thus p, = + and p, = r28 and 
a. = Ldt + p,(dr - idt) + p,(df3 - 6dt) 
= - (p:/2 + ~329 + v) dt + p&r + p&e. 
Now we reduce this to a normal form and read off the singular relations. As a 
matter of fact this is the example (2.5) worked out above. The four equations 
defining the singular curves in the 5-dimensional space defined by t = 1 
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(cf. (6.26)) are given under (2.53). A s we transfer them to this page we put in 
the +i , &, pi , p, , with the result 
2v + t2 + A2/r2 = 2E (6.61) 
r28 = A (6.62) 
-?. t=t,+ J O(P) dP (6.63) 70 
0 = 4, + jr p2@(p) dp 
70 
(6.64) 
where A, E, t, , Y,, , B0 are numbers and 
a(p) = 1/d2E - A2p2 - 2v(p). 
For completeness, we repeat 
i= 1. (6.65) 
Here (6.63), (6.64) define the world lines. It is shown in many texts that 
the integrals are easily evaluated for several interesting types of v. 
(6.7) Relativistic centralforce. We choose the metric as in (5.96). Accord- 
ing to (6.12), we want the singular curves for the action (restricted to {g = 1)) 
based on L = &. Of course this is the Pfaffian for the geodesic arcs, namely, 
the one given in (5.97), whose singular directions were found in (2.54). We 
transfer the results to this page, making the substitutions (5.99) for p, , p, , 
fi , fi . The first pair is (2.55); the second, (2.56): 
Al + at2 + A&2> = E,2 (6.71) 
g,6’ = A, (6.72) 
t = t, + E, 
I ’ F(P) dp 
(6.73) 
To 
0 = 4 + 4 j’ tgolg2) tp)~td dp To 
where A,, Z?, , ... are as in (6.6) and 
F(P) = W’/(g,kJ (P) [Et - -%Q,k,) (P) - g,,(p)1 - 
Instead of i = 1 as we had in (6.6), we now have 
got2 - g,t2 - g,82 = 1. 
(6.74) 
(6.75) 
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Equations (6.73), (6.74) with t, r, 0 interpreted as coordinates in the space- 
time manifold lR3 define the world lines. On the other hand, the 5 all together, 
with t, Y, 0, t, P, 0 interpreted as coordinates in IR3, provide us with the singular 
manifolds there. 
What choice of g, , g, , g, makes these world lines good approximations 
to the corresponding classical world lines ? For exercise in general problem- 
solving, the following suggestions are found in [8, pp. 392-3961. Let 
the classical potential be V, and suppose the “arbitrary additive constant” can 
be so chosen that o(co) = 0. Levi-Civita offers 
and 
g=(1+2cw)@-22ET 
g = (1 + 24 t2 - 241 - 24 T 
and (jointly with Amaldi) 
g = (1 + 2~ - 2A2) t2 - 241 - 2.4 T 
(6.76) 
where T is the classical kinetic-energy expression. Here E = 1/c2, c being the 
speed of light. To this one may reasonably add 
g=(l +2,v)ta--- 
1 + 2EV 
and 
g = e2rvt2 - 2ge-2CvT 
which are close to (6.76). 
For gravitational fields, Einstein made his famous predictions on the 
basis of (6.77) [7, top of p. 911, which nearly satisfies his field equations. The 
latter are exactly satisfied by Schwarzschild’s olution, which differs from all of 
these suggestions in that T does not enter en bloc. For comparison, I present 
it, leaving out the third spherical coordinate [7, p. 95; 8, p. 4231 
g =(I +2+--- 
1 + 2EV 
EY2&2 (6.78) 
whereas (6.77) (mutatis mutandis) would be 
(6.8) Nonconservative systems. The Pfaff- Jacobi method seems to involve 
less work than beginning with Newton’s laws. This is because it capitalizes 
on our familiarity with a certain “integral” of Newton’s equations, the energy 
“integral.” When the force field is not conservative, then there is no Lagrange 
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function, no action, and no opportunity to use the Jacobi-Hamilton equation. 
But the problem is still one of singular directions. With conservative fields, 
the action is 
a:=-(T+v)dt+pdx+... (6.81) 
where T is the kinetic energy, and v the potential. Then 
da = - (dt + dv) A dt + dp A dx + ... . (6.82) 
Here dv is the force$eld. Clearly it is a Pfaffian. It is exact because of the 
conservative nature of the field. In general, we replace the 2-form (6.82) by 
the 2-form 
/I=-(dt++)Adt+dpAdx+... (6.83) 
where + is the force field. It can be seen that this 2 is exact, i.e., of the form 
da, if and only if 4 is exact. More precisely, 2 is of the form dor only if d/3 = 0 
(Stokes’ theorem) and if d/? = 0 then /I is locally of the form dol. Hence an 
action exists only if 
d/3= -d$ A dt =O. (6.84) 
If 4 = f,dxl + ... (these are the components of the force. I emphasize that 
force and momentum are not vector quantities, but Pfaffians) then 
d+ = dfi A dxl + ..., and whether or not fi depends on t, (6.74) is satisfied 
only if the terms of d+ which do not contain dt add up to 0. This is of course 
the condition that for small closed paths, the work done all at one instant 
is 0: 
In that case + = dv + kdt, and /I is of the form (6.82), derivable from (6.81). 
This way of analyzing the situation is quite neat, but the differential equations 
for the singular curves for (6.83) are just the ones one always obtains from 
Newton’s second law. 
(6.9) Systems of 2 particles. The classical method is well-known. Rela- 
tivistically, one is forced to fall back on makeshift methods. Since there are 
no configuration spaces relativistically distinguishable, one cannot form their 
product. For two particles in the same space with no interaction with the 
possible exception of collisions, there is an accepted procedure. We use just 
one M (and M). If the world lines intersect, that is an incident P. The 
question arises, how are they to be continued ? The rule for collisions is 
simply this. Let the tangents to the world lines for the two particles be T;- 
and T; at the common incident (the collision !) normalized so that g( Ti) = 1. 
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One now brings in two invariants of the particles, m, , m, , the relative masses. 
Then any shift to new geodesic arcs is allowed, provided 
m,T; $ m,T; = m,Tc + rnzTi (6.91) 
where Tt are the tangents to the new world-lines, normalized as before 
(cf. 6, p. 91). The Lorentz-invariance problem arises there because the 
collision rules are formulated (not in M(P), as we did but) in terms of a 
coordinate system, say a Lorentz frame F at P. Then one must prove that the 
formulation is independent of the choice of F.) The “event” or situation after 
collision is not, and should not be, completely defined by (6.91). One may 
consider the case where one world line is a geodesic arc of zero length, for 
which g(T) = 0. In that case one cannot normalize T. One simply says that 
the “particle” is a “photon”, whose frequency in any Lorentz frame is just 
the length of the t component: 
m,T,: + T- = m,Tz + T+, g(T-) =g(T+) = 0. (6.92) 
Note. A solution of Pfaff’s problem and further references to its literature 
can be found in [9]. 
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